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INTRODUCTION

In a way perhaps not dissimilar to stress drop (Atkinson and Beresnev, 1997), the high-frequency attenuation parameter $\kappa$ (kappa), introduced by Anderson and Hough (1984), is one of the most used yet least understood or agreed-upon parameters in engineering seismology. It describes the deviation at high frequencies between observed Fourier amplitude spectra calculated from seismograms and an $\omega^{-2}$ source model, such as the Brune (1970) model. Almost 30 years after its introduction, $\kappa$ is used by seismologists and engineers alike and constitutes an important input parameter for several applications. Perhaps because of its importance, it is estimated, physically explained, and used in many different ways. This note aims to illustrate the multiple approaches to its estimation, and to suggest that, in order to reduce ambiguities, the parameter should always be given a notation consistent with its measurement and application to help avoid inconsistencies in its application of $\kappa$ scaling to ground-motion models.

Hanks (1982) observed that above a given frequency the acceleration spectrum decays sharply. He termed this frequency $f_{\text{max}}$ (e.g., Fig. 1a) and attributed it mainly to local site conditions. Soon after, Anderson and Hough (1984) introduced an alternative parameter to model this decay, which is the one most commonly used today: $\kappa$. They measured $\kappa$ directly from the high-frequency part of the acceleration Fourier amplitude spectrum of a record. Above a certain frequency (which they named $f_{\kappa}$ but we will call here $f_{\kappa}$), the overall shape of the spectrum generally decays exponentially with frequency; the decay constant is most easily measured by finding a linear approximation to the spectrum plotted in log-linear space. The slope of the linear approximation is $-\pi\kappa$ (e.g., Fig. 1b). In this note we use the notation $\kappa_0$ for individual observations of $\kappa$, for example, the $\kappa$ value corresponding to the slope of a particular record; this record may be at any epicentral distance $R_c \geq 0$. Anderson and Hough (1984) also observed that $\kappa_0$ at individual stations increases with distance and concluded that it includes components related both to the local geology of the top few km of crust beneath the station and to the regional structure. They then suggested that the site component of $\kappa$ (denoted $\kappa_0$) could be computed by extrapolating the $\kappa_0$ values to zero epicentral distance, thus correcting for the regional effect of anelastic $Q$.

In this note, we discuss the use of $\kappa_0$ in various engineering seismology applications today and why interest in this parameter has been revived. We briefly discuss its possible physical interpretations, and detail the known approaches to estimate $\kappa_0$ from seismic records. We group these approaches into families according to basic features, such as the range of frequencies over which $\kappa_0$ is computed and the trade-off with path effects. We then discuss the alternative option for estimating $\kappa_0$ when site-specific records are not available, based on empirical correlations with $V_S^{30}$. We collect previously published correlations and demonstrate the scatter observed across different studies. Finally, we make suggestions as to how $\kappa_0$ estimation can be made in a more consistent way with the applications that use it, and how existing correlations can be made more consistent to improve both the inference of $\kappa_0$ in the absence of site-specific data and the physical understanding of $\kappa_0$.

$\kappa$: A MULTITUDE OF APPLICATIONS, PHYSICAL INTERPRETATIONS, AND MEASUREMENT METHODS

Importance of $\kappa_0$ and Fields of Application

Over the last decades, $\kappa$ has been used in different applications. In source studies, removing the attenuation term is fundamental in order to study self-similarity of the source spectrum; this can be done by inverting for the theoretical $Q$, using empirical Green’s functions (EGFs) or multiple EGFs to remove path and site effects, measuring spectral parameters from the coda, or using $\kappa_0$ to correct for high-frequency attenuation (e.g., Irikura, 1986; Abercrombie, 1995; Mayeda and Walter, 1996; Hough, 1997; Lancieri et al., 2012). In the generation of synthetic ground motion using point-source or finite-fault stochastic or hybrid simulation approaches, $\kappa_0$ is applied as a low-pass filter to constrain high frequencies, affecting peak ground motion and spectral shape (Boore, 1986; Beresnev and Atkinson, 1997; Boore, 2003; Graves and Pitarka, 2010). Even in physics-based simulations using theoretical Green’s functions (TGFs; e.g., Zeng et al., 1994; Graves, 1996; Halldorsson and Papageorgiou,
imposing such a constraint is necessary to achieve realistic results at high frequencies. The amount of the $\kappa$ correction in such approaches depends on how $Q$ is incorporated in the TGFs. In the creation and calibration of ground-motion prediction equations (GMPEs) based on stochastic simulations, near-surface attenuation is implicitly considered through a set of $\kappa_0$ values considered applicable to the region (e.g., Toro et al., 1997).

Recently, the use of $\kappa$ in the engineering seismology community has been revived. On the one hand, the need has arisen to adjust GMPEs from host to target regions, often from active regions with soft rock to less active regions with hard rock (Delavaud et al., 2012) with approaches such as the hybrid empirical method of Campbell (2003, 2004). The scaling from soft to hard rock is made considering the differences in $V_{S30}$ and $\kappa_0$ to account for both site amplification that is dominant at lower frequencies, and site attenuation that dominates high frequencies (Cotton et al., 2006; Van Houtte et al., 2011). Moreover, in probabilistic seismic hazard assessment (PSHA) for critical facilities, it is common to conduct site-specific site response analyses. This requires adjusting GMPEs, even within the same region, to bedrock level and then computing site response up to the surface. Adjusting the GMPEs to hard-rock conditions requires knowledge of $\kappa_0$. Indeed, the Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis for Swiss Nuclear Power Plant Sites (PEGASOS) Refinement Project (Biro and Renault, 2012) showed that, for hard rock, the $V_{S30}$ and $\kappa_0$ corrections can lead to differences up to a factor of 3 in the high-frequency part of the response spectrum. Given the significance of $\kappa_0$, in the past year attempts were also made to explicitly include it in the functional form of GMPEs (Laurendeau et al., 2013), an idea that actually originated as early as Anderson et al. (1996).

**Physical Interpretations: Source, Path, and Site Components**

Since the 1980s, there have been debates as to the origins of $\kappa$. The difficulty of mapping $\kappa$ onto physical parameters was predicted and explained by Hanks (1982) even at the time of introducing $f_{\text{max}}$, $\kappa$’s predecessor, to model what he then called “the crashing spectrum syndrome.” According to him, the catch lies in the fact that it is the absence of signal that is to be interpreted, not its definitive presence. Before the definition of $\kappa$ or $f_{\text{max}}$, several observations showed an apparent departure from the scaling law of Aki (1967) for small-magnitude events, that is, the observed source corner frequency, $f_c$, ceased to increase for decreasing magnitudes. This masking of the expected $f_c$ had been attributed to source-related effects (Bakun et al., 1976), to anelastic and scattering site attenuation (Frankel, 1982), or to both (Archuleta et al., 1987). Then Hanks (1982) and, later on, Anderson (1986) attributed the newly defined $f_{\text{max}}$ to site attenuation. This is the prevalent view today, though some studies have again related it to source properties, such as the width of the ruptured fault zone (Papageorgiou and Aki, 1983; Aki, 1987; Papageorgiou, 1988; Gariel and Campillo, 1989; Papageorgiou, 2003; Tsurugi et al., 2008; Iwakiri and Hoshiba, 2012; Wen and Chen, 2012).

To enable discussion for the origins of $\kappa$, it is useful to start with a general model encompassing all of the various hypotheses. In equation (1), $\kappa_0$ is the site component, $\kappa_s$ is introduced to represent the source contribution, and $\kappa(R_e)$ follows the notation of Anderson (1991) for a generalized distance dependence on the epicentral distance $R_e$:

$$\kappa = \kappa_0 + \kappa_s + \kappa(R_e).$$

Today, most studies model $\kappa_s$ as a site and path effect. Datasets with adequate stations and events can also resolve
source contributions, i.e., $\kappa_0$ (Tsai and Chen, 2000; Purvance and Anderson, 2003; Van Houeit et al., 2011; Kilb et al., 2012). Many of these studies find that $\kappa$ is mostly related to the scatter of $\kappa_0$ measurements.

In equation (1), the constraint on the distance dependence is that $\kappa(0) = 0$. As expected from studies that find regional variability in $Q$, there are variable results for the functional form of the distance dependence and importance of this term. The increase of $\kappa_r$ with distance has been explored in a number of studies. The simplified initial assumption of Anderson and Hough (1984) for linear distance dependence mostly served an illustrative purpose. Notwithstanding, it has proved a reasonable approximation for several datasets (Nava et al., 1999; Douglas et al., 2010; Gentili and Francheschina, 2011; Ktenidou et al., 2013). Other studies find distance dependencies that deviate in different ways from the initial linear assumption (Hough and Anderson, 1988; Hough et al., 1988; Anderson, 1991; Humphrey and Anderson, 1992; Castro et al., 1996; Fernández-Heredia et al., 2012). Some studies have even found negligible distance dependence in some regions out to 80 km (Tsai and Chen, 2000; Purvance and Anderson, 2003).

In summary, then, the literature on studies that have tried to explain the physical processes behind $\kappa$ is consistent with the model expressed in equation (1), with site conditions having the key role, and source and distance terms having variable importance depending on the region and study. In what follows, we focus on $\kappa_0$, the site parameter of $\kappa$, which is the most widely accepted point of view.

### Measuring $\kappa$ from Seismic Records: Types of Approaches

People measure $\kappa$ in different ways. In Table 1, we outline some of the main approaches for estimating $\kappa_0$. Naturally, more examples can be found in the literature, but our aim is to create a relatively small number of approaches, or rather families of approaches, based on certain common features, such as the principle behind the approach, the frequency range over which $\kappa$ is computed, and how the distance dependence and the trade-off with $Q$ are dealt with.

We make a clear distinction between $\kappa$ and $\kappa_0$. Some of the approaches to measure $\kappa_0$ start with individual measurements of $\kappa_r$ (i.e., observations on individual spectra at some distance $r$), which must then be combined and extrapolated to zero distance to obtain an estimate of $\kappa_0$ for the site. Others yield directly the $\kappa_0$ (i.e., the site-specific, zero-distance $\kappa$ derived from many observations). There are different ways of extrapolating $\kappa_r$ values to zero distance. A simplified approach is to assume a linear dependence of $\kappa_r$ with distance and perform a standard linear regression. Considerations of seismic ray theory show that this assumes that $Q$ and the shear velocity are independent of depth. A more general approach is that suggested based on better data by Hough and Anderson (1988) and Anderson (1991), in which the only constraint is that $\kappa_r$ is a smooth function of distance to be determined by the data, or any nonparametric regression allowing for more realistic underlying $Q$ structures. We will proceed to describe the main families of approaches for $\kappa$ estimation.

- **Acceleration Spectrum**: Following the classic definition of Anderson and Hough (1984), $\kappa_r$ can be directly measured in log-linear space on the high-frequency part of the Fourier acceleration spectrum of the $S$ waves, above $f_1$ (Fig. 1b). We will refer to this original definition as $\kappa_\text{LAS}$. Because a component of horizontal wave propagation, affected by $Q$, is present in these measurements, an extrapolation to zero distance (assuming frequency-independent $Q$) will lead to the site-specific attenuation component, $\kappa_0\text{AS}$. This approach can only be used for relatively large event magnitudes, as $f_1$ must exceed $f_{\alpha}$, to avoid any trade-off with the source. $f_1$ is visually picked. It is less than $f_{\text{max}}$ according to Anderson and Hough (1984), whereas Anderson (1986) proposes a more rigorous alternative: $f_{95}$ at 95% of the spectrum energy. Tsai and Chen (2000) suggest $f_1$ is similar to the $f_{\text{max}}$ defined by Hanks and McGuire (1981): $f_{\text{max}} = Q/\beta$ and which can be rewritten as: $f_{\text{max}} = 1/\kappa_0Q$ according to Anderson (1986), if $Q$ is independent of frequency.

- **Transfer Function**: A variation of the classic method was proposed by Drouet et al. (2010), in which the site-specific $\kappa_0$ can be measured directly from the high-frequency part of the site transfer function that has been derived through source–path–site inversions on a set of records from various stations and events. This $\kappa_0$ we will call $\kappa_0\text{TF}$. Here the measurement frequency range is above the resonant peak and any higher mode amplification peaks, and the transfer function is computed using one of the stations as reference, ignoring its site amplification and attenuation. Similarly, Frankel et al. (1999) measured $\kappa$ from surface-to-reference amplification functions relative to an ideal reference site. Motazedian (2006) and Ghofrani et al. (2013), on the other hand, applied a similar method to the horizontal-to-vertical spectral ratio, that is, using the vertical component as reference. In those approaches, for a non-zero reference $\kappa$, the measured quantity was the difference between horizontal and vertical $\kappa$.

- **Source Spectrum**: Another variation of the classic method is the one suggested by Oth et al. (2011), who measure $\kappa_r$ as the high-frequency decay on the Fourier source spectrum, which is actually the Fourier amplitude from the source at depth, recorded at the surface. Their approach first removes the effect of $Q(f)$ to a reference distance of 5 km (where its effect can practically be ignored) and then corrects for the site amplification, without, however, including any high-frequency decay therein. Hence, this decay can be found in the derived source spectra (we name it $\kappa_\text{SS}$). $\kappa_\text{SS}$ corresponds to a virtually zero-distance estimate of $\kappa_0$ and no extrapolation is necessary. But because we derive one value per event, we must average all values available at each site to estimate the site’s overall $\kappa_0\text{SS}$. A similar approach is used by Margaris and Boore (1998), correcting for both site amplification and whole-path attenuation before deriving $\kappa_0$. 

---
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Table 1

The Main Families of Approaches Available for Estimating Site-Specific, Zero-Distance $\kappa_0$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Main References</th>
<th>Measurement/Computation</th>
<th>Freq. Range</th>
<th>$Q$ Effect</th>
<th>Zero-Distance?</th>
<th>Site-Specific?</th>
<th>Possible Uses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\kappa_{\text{AS}}$</td>
<td>High-frequency decay of the S-wave Fourier spectrum</td>
<td>Anderson and Hough (1984), Hough and Anderson (1988)</td>
<td>Direct measurement on the S-wave Fourier acceleration spectrum above $f_c$, where it is theoretically flat</td>
<td>High (above $f_c$)</td>
<td>Present</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No, extrapolate to $R_e = 0$ for $\kappa_{\text{AS}}$</td>
<td>Host-to-target adjustment of GMPEs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\kappa_{\text{TF}}$</td>
<td>Analogy to high-frequency decay</td>
<td>Frankel et al. (1999), Drouet et al. (2010)</td>
<td>Direct measurement on the site amplification transfer function</td>
<td>High (above resonant peaks)</td>
<td>Removed</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes, ready to use</td>
<td>Host-to-target adjustment of GMPEs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\kappa_{\text{SS}}$</td>
<td>Analogy to high-frequency decay</td>
<td>Margaris and Boore (1998), Oth et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Direct measurement on the source spectrum (after removal of $Q$ and site amplification effects) and averaging across all spectra recorded at the same site</td>
<td>High (above $f_c$)</td>
<td>Removed (to 5 km)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No, average over events for $\kappa_{\text{SS}}$</td>
<td>Host-to-target adjustment of GMPEs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\kappa_{\text{IRVT}}$</td>
<td>Analogy to high-frequency decay</td>
<td>Al Atik et al. (2014)</td>
<td>Direct measurement on the Fourier spectrum derived from IRVT as compatible with the GMPE response spectrum</td>
<td>High (above $f_{\text{peak}}$)</td>
<td>Ignored</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No, average over $M-R_e$ scenarios for $\kappa_{\text{IRVT}}$</td>
<td>Host-to-target adjustment of GMPEs (host only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\kappa_{\text{RESP}}$</td>
<td>Peak and shape of the normalized acceleration response spectrum</td>
<td>Silva and Darragh (1995), Silva et al. (1998)</td>
<td>Fitting of stochastically simulated response spectra (where $\kappa_0$ is a model input parameter) coupled with site amplification to observed response spectra</td>
<td>Entire band</td>
<td>Removed</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes, ready to use</td>
<td>Stochastic simulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\kappa_{\text{BB}}$</td>
<td>Inversion of the entire frequency band of the spectrum</td>
<td>Anderson and Humphrey (1991), Humphrey and Anderson (1992), Silva et al. (1997), Edwards et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Broadband inversion of the entire spectrum for source, path and site terms (usually for moment, $f_c$ and $\kappa_0$)</td>
<td>Entire band</td>
<td>Present</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No, extrapolate to $R_e = 0$ for $\kappa_{\text{BB}}$</td>
<td>Stochastic simulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\kappa_{\text{DS}}$</td>
<td>Small magnitudes (strong trade-off with source)</td>
<td>Biasi and Smith (2001)</td>
<td>Direct measurement on low-frequency part of the Fourier displacement spectrum (much below $f_c$) where it is theoretically flat</td>
<td>Below $f_c$</td>
<td>Present</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No, extrapolate to $R_e = 0$ for $\kappa_{\text{DS}}$</td>
<td>Host-to-target adjustment of GMPEs (target only: measure rather than infer from $V_{530}$)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table summarizes the notation proposed herein for each approach (or family of approaches), its main principle, the main references, a short description of the approach, the frequency range used, how $Q$ and distance are accounted for, and the possible applications, which, in the opinion of the authors, are most compatible with the approach.
• **Inverse Random Vibration Theory**: The final variation of the original method discussed here does not use actual records, but response spectra produced by GMPEs for short distances. Al Atik et al. (2014) use inverse random vibration theory and the technique of Rathje et al. (2005) to derive compatible Fourier spectra from a series of response spectra computed through the GMPE formulae for a suite of magnitude and distance scenarios (below 20 km). Then $\kappa_{\text{IRVT}}$ can be measured on the high-frequency part of each GMPE-consistent Fourier spectrum, and it is assumed site-specific in as much as the $Q$ effect is considered negligible. However, because one value of $\kappa_{\text{IRVT}}$ is derived for each scenario, these values are averaged over all scenarios to estimate a single $\kappa_{0,\text{IRVT}}$, which may be considered as the GMPE’s native or intrinsic $\kappa_0$.

• **Response Spectrum**: In contrast to the classic that relates $\kappa$ to the decay of the high-frequency part of the Fourier spectrum, another approach relates it to the spectral shape of the normalized response spectrum. Introduced by Silva and Darragh (1995) and later used by Silva et al. (1998), this method uses stochastically generated acceleration response spectra (where $\kappa_0$ is one of the point-source seismological model input parameters and is applied to the entire frequency range) coupled with the site amplification computed from the site profile. These simulated spectra are then normalized and compared to observed response spectra to compute the input $\kappa$ (let us denote this one $\kappa_{0,\text{RESP}}$) that gives the best fit between them. One important difference from all previous approaches is that, here, the entire frequency band is used for the fitting and not only the high-frequency part. In this approach, trade-offs with stress drop are avoided to a degree, as the response spectra are normalized by peak ground acceleration and then stacked (Hiemer et al., 2011).

• **Broadband Inversions**: A large family of approaches which again use the entire frequency band, but are not restricted to short distances, are what we will call here the family of broadband inversions. The essence of these methods is the assumption of a source spectral shape, with the objective of extracting $\kappa_s$ when the earthquake corner frequency intrudes into the frequency band used for the measurement. These separate the source, path, and site effects in various ways to yield individual values of what we will denote $\kappa_{s,\text{BB}}$. These are then extrapolated to $\kappa_{0,\text{BB}}$. One advantage of broadband inversions is that, unlike the classic approach, they are not constrained as much by the event magnitude, meaning they can use more abundant small-magnitude earthquake data. Numerous broadband inversion schemes can be found in literature. Here we will mention only some of the main schemes. Anderson and Humphrey (1991) invert for $f_c$ (or stress drop), spectral level, and $\kappa_s$, assuming a smooth spectral shape to partly overcome the trade-off with stress drop. Humphrey and Anderson (1992) perform the broadband inversion after removing the empirical or modeled site response from each spectrum. Based on a method by Scherbaum (1990), Edwards et al. (2011) use a simultaneous broadband inversion of the velocity spectrum resolving for $f_c$, moment, and $\kappa_{s,\text{BB}}$. Kilb et al. (2012) experiment with fixing the stress drop to a reasonable average value to overcome the trade-off and then invert for moment and $\kappa_{s,\text{BB}}$. Along the same lines, we may also consider the multiple EGF approaches that reduce the trade-off between $f_c$ and $\kappa_{s,\text{BB}}$ (Hough, 1997; Frankel et al., 1999; Hough et al., 1999). Finally, we also mention the approach introduced by Silva et al. (1997), which can yield either a site-specific or a site-class-specific $\kappa_0$, depending on the site data available. This is a broadband inversion of the log of the empirical Fourier spectrum, which has been coupled to a smoothed 1D amplification function (derived either from the site profile or the site class); it yields moment and stress drop, and separates $\kappa_0$ from the $Q(f)$ model (described by $Q_0$ and $\eta$).

• **Displacement Spectrum**: The classic approach uses relatively large magnitudes in order to measure spectral decay above $f_c$. Biasi and Smith (2001) proposed an approach that expands the method to very small magnitudes, where data is much more abundant. These authors measure $\kappa_s$ directly on the Fourier displacement spectrum, keeping much below the (rather high) $f_c$, rather than on the Fourier acceleration spectrum and keeping above the (rather low) $f_c$. Rather than using records from earthquakes, say, above $M_4$, for which $f_c$ is below 10 Hz, and measuring $\kappa_s$ as the departure of the acceleration spectrum from the horizontal over, say, 10–30 Hz, we can use records from earthquakes with $M < 1$, for which $f_c$ may exceed 70 Hz, and measure $\kappa_s$ as the departure of the displacement spectrum from the horizontal over potentially the same frequency range. One advantage of this approach (other than the abundance of data) is that the theoretical basis for treating the displacement spectrum at the source as flat below $f_c$ is actually stronger than the basis for treating the acceleration spectrum as flat above it, because the latter depends on the validity of the $\omega^2$ assumption. Let us denote individual $\kappa_s$ values thus measured as $\kappa_{s,\text{DS}}$, and the extrapolated zero-distance site parameter as $\kappa_{0,\text{DS}}$ (sometimes referred to also as $\kappa_{0,\text{min}}$).

**Inferring $\kappa_0$ from $\kappa_0\text{-}V_{30}$ Correlations**

The previous section discussed the measurement of $\kappa_0$ from data. In practice, when site-specific data is not available (for instance, when adjusting a GMPE to a stable continental region with little seismic activity and instrumentation), $\kappa_0$ is often inferred from available site data, namely $V_{30}$ (Biro and Renault, 2012). For this reason, we now revisit existing $\kappa_0\text{-}V_{30}$ correlations and discuss their scatter and applicability. Given that $\kappa_0$ is the site component of $\kappa_s$, it is reasonable to expect that harder sites will have lower attenuation, and thus $\kappa_0$ will decrease as shear-wave velocity increases. Moreover, as $V_{30}$ is often available, this has led to various investigations of the correlation between $\kappa_0$ and $V_{30}$ values (Fig. 2a). However, the scatter observed in such correlations is large and the correlation of $\kappa_0$ with $V_{30}$ becomes clear only when we compare $\kappa_0$ across several site
Figure 2. (a) Existing $\kappa_0 - V_{S30}$ correlations proposed in the literature. (b) Grouping of existing correlation data with region. (c) Grouping of existing correlation data with method. Also shown are the limits of site classes A through E according to the National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program (NEHRP) (see BSSC, 2003).
classes, say for a $V_{S30}$ range of 360–1500 m/s (i.e., categories C through A of the National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program [NEHRP], Building Seismic Safety Council [BSSC], 2003; see Fig. 2a). This large degree of scatter should come as no surprise, for several reasons.

First, $V_{S30}$ is only a proxy for the deeper $V_S$ profile that controls local site amplification. Its adequacy as a proxy for site attenuation, which is tied to the first few km of the profile (Anderson and Hough, 1984; Campbell, 2009), is questionable. From a physical viewpoint, we would also expect other parameters to correlate to $\kappa_0$, possibly tied to the deeper structure. One such example is the depth to bedrock, recently found to correlate to $\kappa_0$ to a similar degree as does $V_{S30}$ (Ktenidou et al., 2012).

The second reason is the scatter present in the $V_{S30}$ values themselves, resulting from the method of measuring (or, at worst, inferring) the $V_S$ profile for each site. Moss (2008) and Boore (2006) find differences of 30%–50% in the derived $V_{S30}$ between different methods. For instance, $V_S$ can be measured from invasive methods (such as crosshole and downhole geophysics, $P=S$ suspension logger, cone penetration tests [CPT]) or noninvasive methods (active approaches, such as multichannel analysis of surface waves [MASW], or passive, such as spatial autocorrelation [SPAC] and $f-k$). Scatter in $V_{S30}$ is a considerable source of uncertainty but lies outside the scope of this note.

The third reason is the heterogeneity in the $\kappa_0$ values themselves. Van Houtte et al. (2011) combined all existing correlations starting from the pioneering work of Silva et al. (1998) and up to their own recent analyses to derive global correlations. The data retrieved are heterogeneous in several ways:

1. **Regions**: First, the data come from different regions around the world. It is possible that even for similar sites, quite large regional differences in $\kappa_0$ may exist due to regional differences in $Q$ in the shallow crust (Boore and Joyner, 1997). Atkinson (1996) observed this for hard rock sites in eastern and western Canada. Chandler et al. (2006), who used a global dataset to derive their correlations, admit their scatter is partly due to the variability of the underlying crustal $Q$ and $V_S$ profile for similar $V_{S30}$ values.

2. **Methods**: The studies that derived these $\kappa_0$ values use a variety of methods: from the classic method of direct measurement on the high-frequency part of Fourier spectra (Douglas et al., 2010; Edwards et al., 2011; Van Houtte et al., 2011), to the measurement on the tail of the site transfer function (Drouet et al., 2010), to the fitting of stochastic point-source simulations to observed response spectra (Silva et al., 1998), to simultaneous broadband inversion of the velocity spectrum (Edwards et al., 2011). Aside from this between-method scatter, one may also consider the possible within-method scatter, due to the different ways users may apply the same method (see e.g., Ktenidou et al., 2013, for an illustration of the strong possible variability within the classic method).

3. **Range of Frequencies**: Considering that the data in the different $\kappa_0-V_{S30}$ correlations come from a period of over two decades, we expect instrument type and performance to change from one study to another. Characteristics, such as the resolution of the analog-to-digital conversion, the sampling rate, the frequency range of flat instrument response, the full scale, and processing tasks such as filtering and resampling, may strongly affect the available range of frequencies in which $\kappa_0$ is measured. Furthermore, the judgment of the analyst who selects the pertinent frequency range from $f_1$ to $f_2$ (Rovelli et al., 1988; Douglas et al., 2010), as well as the possible influence of the corner frequency within that frequency range, all introduce uncertainty into $\kappa_0$ estimates. Finally, the frequency range chosen may also bear upon the trade-off of $\kappa_0$ with the site amplification transfer function, whether using the classic approach coupled to the transfer function of the 1D soil column (Parolai and Bindi, 2004) or the response spectral approach coupled with the quarter-wavelength amplification of the generic profile (Boore and Joyner, 1997).

No study has compared all different available approaches in terms of $\kappa_0$. Some, however, have compared certain approaches with the classic approach. Edwards et al. (2011) compared the classic method with their broadband inversion, and Ktenidou et al. (2012) compared the classic with the transfer-function approach, both finding similar results, but with considerable scatter. Chandler et al. (2006) compared the classic method to that of response spectral fitting and found the latter approach overpredicted $\kappa_0$ values. Biasi and Anderson (2007) found that the displacement-based method gives an upper bound with respect to the classic method. Kilb et al. (2012) found similar though smaller overestimations using the displacement-based method. Ktenidou et al. (2013) found significant variation in $\kappa_0$ values when comparing different possible applications of the classic method.

To investigate the effect of the three aforementioned reasons behind the scatter of $\kappa_0-V_{S30}$ correlations, we retrieve ($\kappa_0$, $V_{S30}$) data pairs from the literature and group them according to region and method. To the data collected by Van Houtte et al. (2011), we add recent results from Ktenidou et al. (2012, 2013) and Ktenidou and Van Houtte (2012), some of which use downhole data for the first time in $\kappa_0-V_{S30}$ correlations. In Figure 2b, we group $\kappa_0-V_{S30}$ data with region. Some separation is suggested between $\kappa_0$ values from stable continental (blue points) and active regions (all other colors), though the scatter is large. We then further separate data coming from Japan into two groups, based on the detailed $Q$ values presented in Oth et al. (2011). These authors divided Japan into four polygons with respect to $Q$ structure derived from crustal events (see their figs. 1 and 8 for details). Considering their $Q$ results at high frequencies, where $\kappa$ is computed, we group these polygons into a high-$Q$ zone (polygon 2, with $Q$ ranging from 520 to 900 from 10 to 25 Hz) and a low-$Q$ zone (polygons 1, 3, and 4, with an average $Q$ ranging from 350 to 680 from 10 to 25 Hz). We regress for these two zones separately and derive the two mean $\kappa_0-V_{S30}$ correlations plotted in the figure as green lines. Indeed, $\kappa_0$ is on average 6 ms higher for the low-$Q$ zone (dark green) compared to the lower-$Q$ zone (light green). Though this difference is rather small and lies within the scatter, this suggests the possibility that the
underlying regional Q variation may affect κ0 for the same \( V_{330} \). If so, such correlations may need to be used on a regional basis rather than a global one. We then group existing κ0–\( V_{330} \) data according to method. In Figure 2c we see that, especially for site classes A and B, that is, soft and hard rocks, some of the lowest κ0 values are predicted by the response spectrum and broadband approaches (blue, red), and some of the highest values are predicted by the classic approach (orange). It is worth noting that above 1500 m/s the results of the acceleration spectrum (AS) approach are significantly similar for two very different regions: Greece and Switzerland (light green solid line and black dashed line of Fig. 2a). Conversely, for the Swiss data, two different approaches yield significantly different results (dashed black for AS and dark green for BB in Fig. 2a). This is an indication that the approach used may also have introduced a bias into the computation of κ0 and hence κ0–\( V_{330} \) correlations for different approaches may not be directly comparable. Overall, we find effects of both region and method, but at this stage, it is difficult to dissociate them.

We stress once more that the scatter in κ0 values due to region, method, and frequency range is only partly the reason behind the poor-correlation coefficients in most κ0–\( V_{330} \) correlations (usually less than 30%). Another reason, as mentioned above, is the significant uncertainty in the estimation of \( V_{330} \). Finally, another part of the problem is that κ0 also relates to other physical parameters, such as, for example, the depth to bedrock, and probably more factors, which have not yet been mapped onto κ0. Simply propagating the large scatter in κ0 into ground-motion models, using the κ correction process given for GMPE adjustments in Al Atik et al. (2014), would lead to a standard deviation of the 20 Hz spectral acceleration of 0.9 natural log units just due to κ0 variability. This greatly exceeds the variability of high-frequency ground motions typically seen in empirical GMPE due to all sources of variability (source, site, and path), indicating that the κ0 variability is correlated to other factors, which also affect the ground-motion level. Based on the above, reducing the existing inconsistencies arising from computation methods, regions, and ranges of frequencies will not solve the scatter issue, but it is a first step we need to take before we can start to decipher the physical basis of κ0 and improve our methods of inferring it using more than just \( V_{330} \). Finally, given the open question of the source component of κ (κs of equation 1) and its possible contribution to the scatter, we believe that our suggestions toward consistency may help decipher these components (whether the source affects the scatter in κ or even the median value) and better understand the remaining questions as to the physical interpretation of κ.

TOWARD A MORE CONSISTENT ESTIMATION AND USE OF κ

Suggested Measurement Methods for Given Applications

How should one measure site-specific, zero-distance κ0? Within the scope of the measurement approaches and analyses suggested within the literature reviewed here, we suggest that certain measurement approaches may be more appropriate to use with certain applications. The general principle is that each measurement method uses a model with implicit assumptions about the effect of κ on the spectrum, and those should be the same, or at least as similar as possible, to the assumptions made in the subsequent applications. We associate the suggested uses with the families of approaches defined in Table 1, taking into account the features of the approaches, such as, for example, the frequency band over which the measurement is performed.

- On the one hand, methods using the entire range of frequencies to compute κ (such as κRESP and κBB, that is, the fitting of simulated to observed response spectra and the broadband spectral inversion of Fourier spectra) may be better suited for use in stochastic ground-motion simulations. In such simulations, the κ filter is often applied over the entire frequency band and not only at high frequencies. For instance, in Stochastic Model SIMulation (SMSIM; Boore, 2003), one of the most widely used codes for stochastic simulations, the diminution filter \( e^{-\pi f_0^2} \) starts from \( f_0^2 = 0 \). In broadband simulations, the entire band is used to invert the Fourier spectrum for source, path, and site effects, whereas in any response spectrum the high frequencies are affected by the full frequency range of oscillators. The computation of κ over the entire spectrum, given its known trade-offs with source parameters at lower frequencies, implies that the inversion results might best be interpreted relative to one another as a set of parameters rather than individually; this is also true for the group of parameters in a seismological model (Scherbaum et al., 2006). Boore et al. (1992) made a similar observation, noting that the κ0 they computed with response spectral fitting for use in simulations might not correspond to the high-frequency classic κ0 due to the difference in frequency ranges. EGFs may also be used to fix stress drop and avoid trade-offs, again within the notion of interdependency of the model parameters. For TGFs, there is also a trade-off between κ and Q, which depends on how Q is incorporated in the TGFs (frequency-dependent or independent Q).

- On the other hand, methods that derive κ0 from direct measurements on high frequencies and distinctly separate it from regional attenuation (such as κAS, κSS, κIRVT, and κTP, i.e., the classic, source-spectrum, inverse random vibration theory, and transfer-function approaches) may tie better with adjustment of GMPEs from a host region (i.e., where the GMPE is well constrained by data) to a target region (i.e., a region where a GMPE is needed but little or no strong-motion data are available to constrain it). We suggest that the κAS, κTP, and κSS approaches may be most suitable for estimating host region κ0s (but also target region κ0s, if appropriate data are available). In the case of κIRVT, we suggest it is by definition suitable for host regions, because it pertains to an existing GMPE.

- Finally, in what concerns the target regions in the host-to-target adjustment process, target κ0s are, at the moment,
poorly constrained. These regions are often seismically inactive. Hence, the volume and magnitude range of available records does not generally allow use of the classic methods to compute \( \kappa_0 \). Furthermore, if \( \kappa_0 \) is to be inferred rather than measured, the uncertainty of existing \( \kappa_0 - V_{S30} \) correlations poses a big problem. We suggest that, in the absence of any usable records at the site, \( \kappa_0 - V_{S30} \) correlations may be used, recognizing the large uncertainty in the resulting \( \kappa \) estimate. Correlations based on regional rather than global models should be preferred, for the reasons listed above. But overall, because even regional correlations do not describe \( \kappa_0 \) completely, site-specific measurement of \( \kappa_0 \) rather than inference is strongly recommended. Thus, we suggest that the \( \kappa_{DS} \) approach is well worth investigating further, as it may help make use of very small magnitude events to make site-specific measurements of \( \kappa_0 \) in non-active regions.

To date, no study has undertaken to compare \( \kappa_0 \) values for the same data across all or most of the different measurement methods found in the literature, or examine the effects this may have on its use in existing applications and on the understanding of the underlying physics of \( \kappa \) (though one attempt was made by Biasi and Anderson, 2007). We believe that such a study could bring to light inconsistencies in the approaches used today and could better demonstrate which \( \kappa \) should be put to which use. Bearing in mind how multifaceted this parameter can be in both its meaning and its estimation, we suggest that when \( \kappa \) values are measured, discussed, and used, they be accompanied by a notation similar to that shown in Table 1. As \( \kappa \) depends on the measurement approach and the underlying models, we believe these notations are needed to better suit the different purposes, as shown in the table.

Suggestions on Instrumentation and Data Processing

To the heterogeneity of the different approaches used, we may also add the possibility of constraints, problems, or errors in the available data or its processing. Ktenidou et al. (2013) show the effect of exceeding the available frequency range either as constrained by the signal-to-noise ratio (this should constrain \( f_2^0 \)) or by the corner frequency (this should constrain \( f_1^0 \)) in the estimation of \( \kappa_0 \), but the problem may begin even before this stage. For instance, Laurendeau et al. (2013) point out that, in choosing \( f_2^0 \) for their \( \kappa_{AS} \) estimation, Van Houtte et al. (2011) neglected to account for a low-pass filter present in all Kik-net instruments, which may have affected \( \kappa_\). Data should preferably only be used after correcting for instrument response or, at least, checking the maximum usable frequency up to which response is flat. Similar problems may arise due not only to the instrument but to the subsequent data processing protocol applied by data suppliers: Graizer (2012) demonstrates that standard procedures of filtering and resampling, which follow, for example, the Caltech protocol, may cause distortion to the Fourier and response spectra, affecting frequencies 6–8 Hz and above. He stresses the need for databases to supply original, unfiltered, un-corrected data in order to preserve high-frequency information in records. The above examples show that, although technological advances have allowed modern instruments to provide high sampling rates, certain standard practices do not allow us to take full advantage of data at high frequencies. This we believe is partly because we have been using such procedures due to momentum and partly because the interest of the engineering seismology community was focused until recently on lower-frequency response. As early as 1994, Trifunac (1994) pointed out that strong-motion processing tended to stop at 25 Hz, even though it was already technologically possible to extend the limit to 50 Hz. Such an extension would strongly benefit the study of \( \kappa \). For instance, it would provide the frequency band necessary for the measurement of lower \( \kappa_{AS} \) values on hard rock, like those coming from small nearby events or in stable regions with high \( Q \).

Going to higher frequencies is necessary to better compute very low values of \( \kappa_0 \), for example, at very hard rock sites, and stable regions, where considerable high-frequency energy is sometimes observed. It has been shown that the ability to measure \( \kappa \) for small nearby events depends partly on how far into the high frequencies \( f_2 \) can be extended (Ktenidou et al., 2013, fig. 4; Van Houtte et al., 2013). Today we are more aware of the importance of understanding ground motion at high frequencies, even above 30 or 50 Hz; e.g., Silva and Darragh (2012), and Laurendeau et al. (2013) show the effect of \( \kappa \) at frequencies above 50 Hz. We also have the means to record and acquire data at higher frequencies. However, we need to be aware of pitfalls. For instance, in Japan, for some of the densest and highest-technology networks in the world, sampling rates are of 100 or 200 Hz (K-net and KiK-net, respectively). However, the instruments have a cutoff frequency of 30 Hz (Aoi et al., 2004), thus significantly limiting the usable band. We propose that future instrumentation initiatives take into account the need to improve knowledge at high frequencies and decide on sampling rates and anti-aliasing filters accordingly. This includes downhole arrays, which will help improve our understanding of hard-rock attenuation. Similarly, we suggest that public databases provide users with the option of direct access to uncorrected, unfiltered data, to avoid the problems outlined by Graizer (2012).

CONCLUSION

In this note, we have made four main suggestions, namely:

- that subscripts should be used when \( \kappa_0 \) is computed from data, so the user knows how the values were estimated,
- that certain families of \( \kappa_0 \) estimation approaches may be more appropriate for certain applications (Table 1),
- that rendering \( \kappa_0 - V_{S30} \) correlations more consistent in terms of regions and methods may improve the current practice of inferring \( \kappa_0 \) without site-specific data and constitutes a useful step toward deciphering the physical basis of \( \kappa_0 \), and
- that future instrumentation and signal-processing protocols for open-access databases should take into account the preservation of high-frequency information.
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